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$1. INTRODUCTION 
IN THIS paper, using the Atiyah-Segal completion theorem in orthogonal K-theory [I], 
KO(BG) z RO(G)^, (1) 
I will give a new description of the Deligne-Langlands local root numbers, WK(v), when v is an 
orthogonal Galois representation. 
Firstly, let us briefly recapitulate the theory of these local root numbers (sometimes called 
local constants). 
Let K be a non-Archimedean local field. For simplicity, we will assume that char(K) =O. 
Let R, denote the absolute Galois group of K and suppose that r:Q,-+U,(C) is a 
continuous, unitary Galois representation. To such a 1’ is associated the Deligne-Langlands 
root number [3,5,1 I] 
Ii&(V)ESi. (2) 
1.1. The ( U,(v)j are particularly important in the theory of Artin L-functions of number 
fields. For example, the Artin root number of a continuous Galois representation, p, of a 
number field is given as the product over primes, u, of the local root numbers of the local 
representations, pI,, given by restricting p to a decomposition group of u (see [l 11). 
Suppose that L/K is a finite Galois extension of local fields and that v is a continuous, 
orthogonal Galois representation of the form 
R,~G(L/K)~O,,(R). (3) 
In (3) rr is the canonical map onto the finite Galois group, G(L/K), of L/K. 
When v has the form (3), then W,(v) is a fourth root of unity [S, 111. We will write ~1~ for the 
cyclic group of fourth roots of unity (generated by i= +(- l)“‘, say). Denote by 2, the 
inclusion of the group of order two: 
2,:{ T l}+q4 = {i}. (4) 
There are isomorphisms [6,9] 
{ + 1) r H'(K; Z/2) 
I: K*/(K*)'%f'(K;Z/2), 
(5) 
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where H’(K;Z/2) denotes Galois cohomology [6]. The isomorphism, I, in (5), is given by 
I(a)(g)=g(a’,“)/(a”2), YE&, aEK*/(K*)‘. (6) 
By (5) the cup-product becomes 
K*/(K*)Z 0 K*/(K*)+( i 1) 
l(a) 0 w+--4(~) U W). 
(7) 
Now let F/K be a finite extension of local fields and let p: Q,+O,(lR) be a continuous, 
orthogonal representation. Write 
Ind,,,(p): %+O,,(% d= [F:K] 
for the induced representation. 
1.2. The { W,(v)} satisfy the following properties: 
(i) Let F/K be a finite extension and let p: R, +0,,(R) be a continuous Galois rep- 
resentation. Then (see [ 111) 
IC(IndF&)) = K(P) IUIndFiK(I)) 
dim p 
. 
(ii) If a, bEK*, then (see [ll, p. 1261) 
I+‘,(@@) = I+‘,(k)) I+‘,(@)) [2*(M) u WI. 
(iii) If V: Q,-+O,(R) is a continuous Galois representation with n12, then [2,4,9,11 J 
w,(v) = (2,(S WLvl)) wddet 4. 
We will need the following result, originally proved in a different manner by Deligne [Z]. 
Set 
RO(R,) = lim RO(G(L/K)), 
‘LIK 
the inverse limit of the orthogonal representation rings of the finite Galois groups, G(L/K). 
THEOREM 1.3. Any family of homomorphisms 
satisj$ng $1.2(i)+ii) must satisfy 
W,(v) = (2,(S WJvI)) W,W 4 
,for any Y: R,+O,(R) as in (3), where SW, is the second Stiefel- Whitney class 
Proqf: Throughout this proof, let us write s(v) for 2,(SW,[v]). 
By 41.2(i), W,(I)= 1 so we may study W,(v-n). Also, by §1.2(ii) we may replace v by 
r 0 (det 1,) if necessary. Hence we may suppose that v is special orthogonal and of the form 
1’: Q,-+SO,,(R) with n1>2, by $1.2(iii). 
Assume that we have proved the formula for any orthogonal representation of dimension 
less than or equal to 2m-2. 
By the orthogonal explicit Brauer induction theorem ([9], $2) 
v - 2m = 1 n,(Ind F,IK ((VP,) - 2m)), 
U 
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where F,/K is such that v(Q,J lies in the normalizer, NT”, of the diagonal torus T” = SO(Z)” 
in SO,,(R). 
On special orthogonal representations (or vector bundles) of virtual dimension zero S IV1 
is a homomorphism. This homomorphism commutes with induction since SW, is the first 
k-invariant of BSO (see [lo]). 
Suppose that 
then, 
&JvlQ,) - 2m) = s((vl%,) - 2m). 
s(v - 2m) = fl (s(fndFZ,, ((vlfi,) - 2m))P 
01 
= fl WK (IndFs,, ((4%) - 2m)P 
1 
= W,( v - 2m). 
Therefore we are reduced to studying p of the form p:R,--+NT”c SO,,(R). 
Let c,!O,(W d enote the wreath product generated by the diagonal O,(R)m in O&R) 
and the permutation matrices which permute the diagonal 2 x 2 blocks, OZ(R)“. Suppose 
that 
p:R,+NT”c~,~O,(R)+&, 
acts on {1,2,. . . , m> with orbits of size m,,m,, . . . , m,. Then p can be written ([S], p. 64; 
C9?101) 
P= i IndN,,K(QN, 2 O,W, 
j=l 
where [N,: K] = mi. Write cj for the homomorphism 
Hence, 
Ej: R,,~O,([W) 
since det(pj) = det (Em). 
(8) 
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Now, as a representation, Ej= 1 +dj, where dj is given by the determinant of sj so that 
Ind,,,,(sj)=IndAv,,,(l) 0 IndNj,K(dj)=Aj 0 Bjt 
say. Notice that each of Aj and Bj has dimension less than or equal to 2m-2. Hence, by 
induction, 
WAInd,,,,(sj)) = s(Aj) s(Bj) WAdet Aj) w,(det Bj) 
= s(Aj) S(Bj) WK(detAj @ Bj)) [2,(det Aj u det BJ] 
by #1.2(ii), 
= s(Aj) s(Bj) l+‘Adet(Aj 0 Bj)) C2*(S Wi(Aj) U (S wl(Bj))l 
= S(Aj @ Bj) W,(det (Aj @ Bj)) 
by the Cartan formula. 
Similarly, by the iterated application of §1.2(ii) and the Cartan formula 
since the determinant above is equal to that of p, which is trivial since p is special orthogonal. 
This completes the proof. 
1.4. In $3 I will give a description of {W,(v)> which is representation-theoretic. Briefly, the 
description will go as follows. 
In $2 I will define Y,, for any local field K. Y, is a quotient of 1O(Q,)/(ZO(Q,))“, where 
IO(G) is the augmentation ideal of the orthogonal representation ring of G. There is an exact 
sequence 
{ T}A Y$,K*/(K*)* (9) 
and W,,.( 1,) will be given by applying to the class, [v -dim v] E Y,, a suitable homomorphism 
(ph.: Y,-rp, such that 2,=cp,i. 
The advantage of this description of W,(v) is that one may study it by means of 
representation-theoretic calculations within ~O(G(~/K))/(~O(G(J!JK)))~ when v is as in (3). 
Theorem 1.3 gives a very nice description of W,(v) but it requires group cohomology 
information (e.g. H*(G(yK); Z/2)) in order to utilize it. 
In 42 I will develop the theory of the group, Y,, for use in $3. 
Let RO(G) denote the Grothendieck ring of finite dimensional orthogonal represen- 
tations of a finite group, G. Let IO(G)URO(G) denote the kernel of the dimension homo- 
morphism, F: RO(G)-+Z. 
Let G(L/K) denote the Galois group of a finite Galois extension, L/K, of local fields and 
define 
RO(Q,)= lim RO(G(L/K)). 
Tjz 
(10) 
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If UEK*, we may form 
P&z) = Z(a)- 1 EZO(&J, 
where I(a)~H’(K;2/2)=Horn,,,(R,, ( f 1)) is as in (5). 
We begin with the following observations: 
P&b) = p,(a) + Mb) + Z&) PK(b) in ZO (Q,) 
p&)’ = -2p,(a) in ZO(R,) 
4p,(a) 7 0 in ZO(Q,)/ZO(Q,))3. 
2.1. Let us consider the groups 
(ZO(G)A)2 c F; c IO(G)^ = F; 
U 
(IO(G)“)3 c F& 
where IO(G)” is the IO(G)-adic completion of IO(G). Consider the quotient group 
ZO(G)“/(F:) 
where the filtration (FL} results from the spectral sequence 
@,4(G) = HP(G; K0q(*))=KOP+q(Z3G) 
and the completion theorem of [l] 
KO(BG) z RO(G)” =H @ ZO(G)^. 
The E,-term of this spectral sequence looks as follows: 
123 
(11) 
(12a) 
(12b) 
(12c) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
Fig. 1. 
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We have two exact sequences 
F&IO(G)“+E~-r(G) 
F&F; -+E2;-2(G). 
(17) 
Since the filtration is multiplicative we have (IO(G)^)j=(F~~c F& so that there are 
epimorphisms 
and 
10(G)/(IO(G)2) z 10(G)A/IO(G)“)2~IO(G)A/F2G 
F;/(IO(G)“)2-+F;/F; z E2-2(G). 
The edge homomorphism 
IO(G)” -+E$-’ z H’(G; Z/2) z Horn (G, Z/2) 
sends [.f BG+BO]EKO(BG) to f#: n,(BG) s G+n,(BO) E Z/2 so that it is split onto. 
Therefore 
Efd-’ 2 E;*- ’ g H’(G; Z/2). 
In addition, the image of the cup-product, 
H’(G; Z/2) @I H’(G; Z/2)-H’(G; Z/2), 
consists of permanent cycles, since the differentials in (15) are derivations. 
If we define i;i c IO(G) by the equation 
Y(G)=IO(G)^/(F;)=IO(G)/~; 
we have an exact sequence 
E2,:-2(G)wY(G)-411(G;Z/2). 
Now let G = G(L/K) and taking direct limits we obtain an exact sequence 
E2,:-2(K)~IO(RK)/E:~H1(K; Z/2). 
Now, by exactness of direct limits, EkW2(K) is a subgroup of 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
lim H’(G(L/K); Z/2)= N2(K; Z/2) 2 Z/2 
w 
[7] and since H”(K; Z/2) is generated by a cup-product we must have, by the above 
discussion about permanent cycles, 
2.2. If we define 
Ek - 2(K) r Z/2 z H2(K; Z/2). 
YK= lim Y(G(L/K)), 
-m+ 
we may summarize the above discussion as follows: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let K be a local $eld. (i) There is an exact sequence 
Z/2 2 H2(K; Z/2$ Y, G K*/(K*)2. 
(ii) !f fi,(a)E Y, is the image of p,(a)for aGK*, then, in the notation 0f(9), 
&(ab) = &(a) + h,(b) + Ma) Rb))E YK. 
(iii) 7c(fiK(a))=a(mod (K*)2). 
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Prooj Parts (i) and (iii) are immediate from the discussion. Part (ii) follows from 
(12a) together with the fact that the spectral sequence is multiplicative. That is, since 
J@,(U))= a(mod (K*)‘), then p,(a)p,(b) is represented in E$-’ by the cup-product I(a)/(h). 
Remark 2.4. Since H’(K; Z/2) is finite (of order 2’. say), the group Y, is a finitely generated 
abelian group. Hence, either 
(a) Y, 2 Z/4 0 (Z/2)‘-’ or 
(b) Y, 2 (Z/2)‘+ ‘. 
Alternative (b) occurs if and only if all cup-product squares are zero, 
r(a)2 = r( - l)&2)EH2(K Z/2), 
by Theorem 2.3(ii). This happens if and only if the norm, N: K(fl)*-+K* is onto. 
$3. A NEW DESCRIPTION OF W,(v) 
Let K be a non-Archimedean local field containing Q,,. Consider the following com- 
mutative diagram. 
K*/(K*)* 
(21) 
The homomorphism, bp, in (21) is chosen so that 
%p(W) = 4,C@) - 11 Ekr a4; (22) 
where we consider /(a) as a one-dimensional, orthogonal Galois representation. An explicit 
choice for 4p is given in Tables 1 and 2. 
Table 1. 4J(4- 11~~~ for udg/(~:)~= (T 1, ~2, ~5, 7 lo; 
a 1 -1 5 -5 2 -2 10 -10 
$,[/(a)- l] 1 i 1 i 1 i -1 -i 
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When p#2, QE/(Qp*)’ is generated by p and by a unit u whose Legendre symbol [I ” is P 
non-trivial. 
Table 2. ~$,[l(n)- l]~lc, for acQ,*i(Q,*)‘. pf2 
u 1 II P I’IJ 
cj,[l(a)-l] 1 1 (p-’ 2) 1 (-1)t’P’ ; <; -C#J,[/(p)- I] 
XSFtp [I 
In Table 2, <,,=exp (27ri/p) and a(=)-(:- I)/2 (mod 2). 
From the Gauss sum/conductor formula for the local root numbers of one-dimensional 
representations ([S], p. 32) one easily verifies (22). For this purpose one needs 
Theorem 2.3(ii) and the cup-products in If2(Q,; Z/2) (the Hilbert symbols) which are to be 
found in [8, pp. 15-201. 
The Gauss sum in Table 2 is known to satisfy 
if p=3 (mod 4) 
if pz 1 (mod 4). 
(23) 
Now we come to the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let K/Q, he a finite extension of local ,fields. Then ,for 
as in (3). 
\‘: R, 5 G(L/‘K)-+O,([W), 
M’h.(\.)=~p(ip(Tnd,,,p(~,-i~))) 
= $,,(fndR:c, (j*,(r - lr)))E~~. 
Proof: Temporarily denote by P,(Y) the invariant, ~,,(j.,,(lndKIQp(\*- II))). We must verify 
that P,(v) satisfies $l.Z(i)-(iii). This would complete the proof because, on RO(R,,,), we 
would have P,(\,) = U’,(Y) for all special orthogonal classes, leaving only P,(/(LI))= U’,(l(u)), 
which is guaranteed by (22). Of course, by #1.2(i), WQ,, uniquely determines W,. 
To verify $1.2(i) suppose that Q,cKcF, d=[F:K] and that Y: R,.-+O,([W) is a 
representation. Then 
P&d,,, (\I))= (P,(i,(Ind,‘,p(IndF,K(\O-d,n))) 
= ~,(i,(Ind,;,p(~-m))+ i.,(Ind,,,p(m)- IndKjQr(dm))) 
= PF(\94,(j.,(IndK,,p(IndF,K(~)-4))m 
=P,(~)P,(Ind,,,(l))dim”‘, 
as required. 
Now we verify $1.2(ii). Observe that, if a,hcK*, then (12a) implies that 
P,(M)) [Px(I(a)) P,(Kh))l- ’ = ~,,(&,(fnd,,,,,(U(~) - 1) (I(h) - f )))). 
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However, in the spectral sequence (15), taken to the limit to give (20), (I(a)- 1) (I(b)- 1) 
E Y, is represented by 
BY (21), 
~(I(~)uI(~))~E~-~(K)=H~(K;Z/~) 2 (T l}. 
as required. 
~,(E.,(rnd,,,p(i(ya) u 0))))) = &$(a) u 0))EpL4, 
Finally, in a similar manner, §1.2(iii) is true for any v by the well-known fact that, in the 
spectral sequence of (15), 
(v-det v-dim v+ ~)EZO(G) 
is represented by SW,(v) in E, 2,- 2 = H2(G; Z/2). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Example 3.2. If G=D,, the dihedral group of order eight, one finds that 
ZO(D,)/(ZO(D,))3=Z/8{L} 0 Z/4{S,} 0 Z/4{S2) 0 Z/2{S+S, +S,J 
where, if 1, x1, x2, x1x2 and 1 (dim 1=2) are the irreducible representations, then L=I-2, 
Si=xi- 1 and S=x,x,-1. 
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